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12.9.2054 + License Key.Q: Regex for embedding youtube video I have this regex (?) which I'm
using to extract the width and height of youtube video from a website. The problem is that I want to

exclude the width and height of the iframe from the extracted info. If I change the regex to this
(?[\s\S]+>) then the width and height are pulled out fine but I end up with a single blank line before

the video width and height. I've tried a few other combinations of escaping and the preg_quote()
method, but to no avail. I'd like to keep the comma for extracting the width and height, it's a bit of a
requirement. A: You can use a trick I've seen elsewhere and use lookarounds with a capturing group:

(?)(?:[\s\S]*)?>)([\s\S]*)(?=) As you can see, I'm using non-capturing groups in the look-behind
(where possible) - especially the width and height - and the capturing group around the actual string
you want. The lookarounds are there to assert that an iframe is going to be present and that it will

have width and height values. The? is there because these are non-greedy, and can match a
minimum string. [i] is the same - and was unnecessary for your exact example, but is useful for more

complex problems where the values could/should be optional. Here's an online demo, but please
note that the example uses a non-US locale. I have a feeling that there are still some things to check

when it comes to things like US-specific characters in regex
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